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About This Game

Welcome to Emitters. A single, or co-op fps survival drones invasions game, where you are stuck in this abstract and futuristic
world. Worst of all, deadly machines were deployed throughout multiple levels you'll have to go through, all with the single

intent of shooting you dead. How far will you be able to go, before that actually happens?

Follow The Dev @ :

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/emittersgame/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/emitters/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Emitters8
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVN79JSTh68bbAS7M4fpVOblZ1ai8e2o7

Itchio: https://mickaelmorgado.itch.io/emitters
Trello: https://trello.com/b/xbwcLlRy/emitters
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Title: Emitters
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
HYTEK94
Publisher:
Emitters
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: windows 8 (64bits)

Processor: Intel Core i3 2.3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 760 3gb

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: You can test the Demo version and tweak some in-game settings

English
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Lair of the Damned! - Patch 46:

The Lair of the Damned is here!. HyperRogue 7.1:
Version 7.1 of HyperRogue is released!

This version features three new lands: the Ocean where you have to collect ambers from the beach while escaping from nasty
birds and tides (which are the first prominent occurence of hyperbolic equidistant curves in HyperRogue) and is also a gateway
to other marine adventures, the Whirlpool where movement is allowed only in specific directions, and the Minefield based on
a well known computer game.

Also, HyperRogue now has a new main menu which lists all the options, a FAQ written by Fulgur14[www.roguetemple.com],
and the German translation should come soon. These should make it easier to fully enjoy HyperRogue.

See the screenshots and more details on the HyperRogue blog[zenorogue.blogspot.com].

Have fun!. update 28: case of the missing Whigo:

Amazing moment in history.. I actually completed a run in my own game! ...and noticed that the leaderboard is still not updating
correctly for all boards.. so looking into that a bit more, think it has to do with how Steam handles the score upload calls or
something.

I also noticed that there was a monster missing in the later levels: The Whigo. I added this many updates ago (update 15 or so?)
but apparently forgot to actually make it spawn in levels.. oops!

The other things are mostly fixes, also making the battle-suit be a true battle suit and protect you from radiation and alien goo.

Right now most of the work is doing some testing and interface tweaks for the mobile version. I do still want to add the little
monsters that should be bursting out of those alien-purple-pods, so that's something on the list along some extra achievements
probably.
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But it's close to a final version.. so tell your friends!

interface:

fix: made smaller buttons clearer when selected
fix: progress-bar overlapping with “daily challenge” text on map screen

game: 

added: the “Whigo” monster
change: random radiation now also removed when ventilation turned on
change: Battle suit now also protects against radiation
change: Battle suit now also protects against alien-goo
fix: rooms with exits being lit to soon
fix: hopefully fixing the leaderboard uploads to multiple boards...
fix: dropping an item would sometimes crash the game
fix: ancient-temple could appear twice in a row

. May 23rd Patch: Map 2 Overhaul and Balance Updates:
This week's update includes several initiatives.

First, we have made some improvements to the Mate flow, particularly around discharging mates.

With this update, you now have the ability to take Gunpowder currency instead of choosing one of the available mates, as well
as discharge all 1 or 2 Gem mates at once.
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Secondly, we have begun to do additional work on the maps. Map 2 has been overhauled. There are new art assets and there has
also been structural changes to the map in some places such as additional tunnels (which should help traversal around the bigger
islands especially for slower ships).

Finally, the patch also includes a number of balance fixes.

The most notable of these is that we have completed a Captain's audit and updated many of them.

Balance Highlights Include:

Fade's trick is a disruptive snare that makes ships lose control

Brick's mines now chase after enemy ships when they get too close

Adjusted some of the math and related stats around boarding to fix some high damage edge cases

View the full patchnotes in-game or on the forums here.
. Patch 16:
1. Fixed a server issue pertaining to items that was causing the massive lag in town.
2. Fixed the item buy/sell pricing. Items/Abilities/crafting patterns should now show the correct prices.
3. Fixed an issue where certain characters were in a broken state and remained "unable to connect to chat".

Next up:
We will be fixing the forges so they work in the dungeons.
Lava Dungeon improvements.

PVP and a Dragon are still on their way as well!

Thanks for bearing with us through these frustrating bugs and for all your great feedback!

-Warren
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